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Kaya

OVERVIEW - Below estimate; SSSG slows down to 5%; Aggressive expansion weighs down on profitability

 Kaya's results were below our estimates. The revenues at INR 95cr grew by 11% YoY with SSSG declining to 5%

from 14% achieved in FY15.

 EBITDA stood at INR 4.9cr v/s INR 11.2cr YoY. Over FY10-14, Kaya did not open any clinics in order to consolidate

its existing clinics and thereby witnessed robust margin expansion. With the company now resuming its expansionary

phase having opened 22 clinics and 100 product sales touch points since the start of FY15, expenses (rentals,

salaries and overheads) have weighed heavily on the company without any meaningful revenue contribution from

these new clinics as they shall take 2-3 years to reach the company level utilisation rates. Accordingly profits were

at INR 3.5cr v/s INR 12.1cr YoY.

 The company has guided for an improvement in performance in FY17E by consolidating the India business by

slowing down new clinic openings (currently 107) over the next 2 quarters and then calibrate expansion there onwards.

Expansion plans have been maintained at 2-3 clinics in the Middle East (currently 20) while the count of product

sales touch points (including small stores in the form of skin bars) would be increased by 20 in FY17E (currently

104).
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YEAR SALES APAT A.EPS A.EPS PE P/BV EV/EBITDA Div yld AROE

END (INRCr) (INRCr)  (INR) Gr.(%) (X) (X) (X) (%) (%)

FY15 332 39 30.3 467% 34 5.6 40.4 0.0% 17%

FY16E 365 11 8.7 -71% 118 5.3 88.4 0.0% 5%

FY17E 417 21 16.0 85% 64 4.9 49.9 0.0% 8%

INRCr 3QFY15 2QFY16 3QFY16 yoy qoq FY15 FY16E yoy

Revenue 85 88 95 11% 8% 332 365 10%

Expenditure 75 85 90 20% 6% 300 350 17%

EBITDA 11.2 3.4 4.9 -56% 45% 33 15 -54%

EBITDA Margins 13.1% 3.8% 5.2% 9.8% 4.1%

Other Income 4 3 3 -27% -12% 18 12 -32%

Interest 0 0 0 0 0

Depreciation 3 4 4 44% 7% 12 16 37%

E.O. Exp 0 4 4 -5 0

Profit before tax 12 3 3 -71% 35% 39 11 -71%

Tax 0 0 0 0 0

PAT Adj. 12.1 2.6 3.5 -71% 35% 39 11 -71%
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Valuation & View

 We believe Kaya faces a challenging task of calibrating growth together with profitability going ahead. As witnessed

during 9MFY16, the ongoing expansion has hit the company's margins severely which led us to downgrade the stock

to 'Accumulate'. Hence, we feel the stock may underperform in the short to medium term.

 However we suggest long term investors to hold the stock as we continue to like the inherent business model and

believe it will create value in the long run. We are in sync with the management belief that the company will be able

to post double digit EBITDA margins over the next three years. We value the company at 3.0x EV/Sales (in line with

tier-1 consumer companies) at INR 1150 and maintain ACCUMULATE rating on the stock.
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